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Abstract Abstract 
Libraries across the globe have been pursuing open access for decades, but until recently, progress has 
continued to be painfully slow. Transformative open access agreements with publishers have begun to 
change this, as institutions in Europe and increasingly in the US as well are now negotiating open access 
agreements with major publishers. By transitioning major journal license expenditures from ‘read access’ 
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in all of the journals in which they choose to publish. This talk will discuss UC’s experience in negotiating 
transformative open access agreements with existing publishers, including how native OA publishers can 
be integrated into this model to create a truly level playing field across all publishers. 
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The open access 
movement has 
been with us for 
some 30 years



Yet despite decades of global effort, only ~ 15% of papers are 
published as OA today 

https://peerj.com/articles/4375/ 

https://peerj.com/articles/4375/


Article share by publisher, 2014-2018

And subscription 
publishers are as 
dominant as ever

https://github.com/subugoe/oa2020cadata/blob/mast
er/analysis/paper.md 

https://github.com/subugoe/oa2020cadata/blob/master/analysis/paper.md
https://github.com/subugoe/oa2020cadata/blob/master/analysis/paper.md


Why:  “Faculty love their journals”

Importance of Factors When 
Selecting Where to Publish*

1. Quality and reputation of journal 
2. Fit with Scope of journal
3. Audience 
4. Impact Factor 
5. Likelihood of acceptance
6. Time from submission to 

publication 
7. Editor or editorial board
8. Open Access 

“Reputation building within a specific field is at the 
heart of what matters most to academic scholars.”

*UC Pay It Forward Study, 2016



UC’s article output reflects this reality
81% of UC articles are 
published by just 23 
publishers

50% of our output is 
published by 5 publishers

1% We cannot achieve OA at 
scale  by ignoring the 
gravitational pull of the 
existing literature

This is our challenge, but 
also our opportunity!



a  global initiative to transform 
scholarly publishing to open access

UC faculty desire for OA in the existing 
journals led to interest in OA2020, and 
to transformative  agreements as a 
key on-ramp to OA



Why? The people of California would like to know...

UC Regent Eloy 
Ortiz Oakley

This is a question I’ve 
been getting … These 
are public dollars 
going into a public 
university – 
knowledge is being 
created – and we 
can’t share that with 
the general public?
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Project Transform
Formed by UC Libraries + Faculty Senate  summer 2018
To advance one tactic in shared strategic plan to accelerate the transition to open 
access:  

Converting subscription licenses to 
open access publishing agreements

● Joint library / faculty working 
Group & negotiating team

● Goals
○ Comprehensive OA for UC authors
○ Cost reduction / control

https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/2018/06/championing-change-in-journal-negotiations/



A growing challenge:  APC spend ‘in the wild”

Elsevier: 
Large, multidisciplinary
Traditionally subscription
Relatively few OA journals

SpringerNature (+ BMC): 
Large, multidisciplinary
Traditionally subscription
Many OA journals, including megajournals

AAAS: 
Small, mission-driven
One large OA journal (Science Advances)

Across UC
~$40M

+11%

+77%

+92%

~$10M



Key element: Aligning goals and strategies

Library, Faculty, Administration

Libraries roadmap (Pathways to OA) - Feb 2018

Senate (Library committee) Declaration - April 2018

UC Provost advisory Call to Action - June 2018

Only then, Libraries announce negotiations project 
- June 2018
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https://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/initiatives/scholarly-communication
https://senate.universityofcalifornia.edu/_files/committees/ucolasc/scholcommprinciples-20180425.pdf
https://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/groups/files/slasiac/docs/NegotiatingJournalAgreementsAtUC_ACallToAction_final.pdf
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/2018/06/championing-change-in-journal-negotiations/


Our initial target:  Elsevier

That didn’t work out so well at first...
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Our first agreement: Cambridge University Press

Signed in April 2019

○ First large OA deal in North America
○ UC is largest US source of CUP articles

Collaborative development of 
multi-payer workflow

○ Workflow designed with CUP and CCC
○ Extensible to other publishers and institutions



Multi-payer model

UC’s multi-payer OA model: designed for 
research-intensive institutions

Open access shouldn’t cost more; the transition can happen with existing 
funds within the publishing ecosystem.

For research-intensive institutions, this can be accomplished 
through a system that combines institutional (i.e. subscription) 

and grant funds in a regulated approach. We call this a 
'multi-payer’ model. 



Multi-payer author-centered workflow
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● Authors determine where and with whom they publish

● Authors determine whether to publish open access

● All authors can publish open access, whether they have grant 

support or not 



Our second agreement:  

A multi-library collaboration among UC, MIT, Iowa State University, Carnegie Mellon, and 
the University of Minnesota resulted in a new, tiered “read and publish” OA business 
model that ACM is now pursuing globally.



Explicit focus on supporting publisher diversity (including society, non-profit, 

and native OA publishers): 

 

UC’s 9 transformative open access agreements 
today

● Cambridge University Press 

● Association for Computing 

Machinery (ACM) 

● JMIR Publications 

● Public Library of Science (PLOS)

● Springer Nature

● Canadian Science Publishing*

● Company of Biologists*

● The Royal Society*

● _Elsevier _ *

* New in 2021

All agreements with the exception of ACM use the multi-payer approach

https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/cambridge-transformative-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/acm-transformative-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/acm-transformative-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/jmir-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/plos-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/springer-nature-transformative-oa-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/canadian-science-publishing-open-access-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/the-company-of-biologists-open-access-agreement/
https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/uc-publisher-relationships/royal-society-open-access-agreement/


Guidelines and prioritization matrix for TAs



Transformative Agreements re-align incentives in 
important ways;  they

● Bring OA to researchers where they work and 
live, and accelerating the transition to OA

● Place the financial agency of libraries in the 
service of OA

○ Libraries can facilitate OA transition at scale by 
redirecting subscription expenditures and changing 
the business model from within

○ Authors are supported in publishing OA, and lack of 
funds need no longer be a barrier

● Allow more holistic financial management 
○ By bringing subscription and OA expenditures 

together in a single agreement, institutions can 
manage and control costs in a more intentional and 
comprehensive way

● Place library funding in the service 
of authors, not publishers

○ As author behavior and preferences 
evolve, institutional support can 
evolve along with it



Institution A Institution B Institution C

A pitch:  scaling efforts through Consortial agreements



A word about equity...

Transformative agreements address a major problem of 
information equity - creating timely equitable access to 
published research across the entire world.   

That is a big deal.

But do they create new problems of equitable access to 
publishing? 

A few thoughts: 
● Publishing fees and business models in higher-income and 

lower income economies need not be the same
● APC waivers should be provided where applicable
● How can we better understand, and address, the economic 

and sociological forces that impede access to publishing 
now?

We should continue to investigate and solve for these 
issues!



For more information

https://oa2020.us/ https://esac-initiative.org/ 

https://oa2020.us/
https://esac-initiative.org/


Summing up

“The open-access movement 
has been around for 25 years, 
and still just 15 percent of 
articles are fully open at the 
time of publication … 
transformative agreements 
offer an opportunity to tip the 
scales towards full open 
access in our lifetime.” 

             Jeff MacKie-Mason, UC Berkeley, OATIP2019



We are all on this journey together!

OA Tipping Point Public Forum
August 2019
Washington, DC
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